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Loqu8 Reaches Semifinals at Salesforce.com AppQuest Contest
Loqu8 Insight speeds access to Chatter and Salesforce.com CRM

Mountain View, Calif. – Loqu8 was pleased to accept an invitation to Salesforce.com’s AppQuest contest
to identify the next killer application for the cloud. As a Force.com developer, Loqu8 was chosen for its
groundbreaking Insight application that rapidly displays CRM and Force.com information through
context-sensitive popup windows.
The AppQuest expert panel was “blown away” by all
the innovations displayed by the semifinalists in the
contest. From a worldwide pool of over 120 entries
representing the best energy and talent in the
ecosystem, applications were judged on several
criteria, including their effective use of real-time
collaboration capabilities (including Chatter),
innovation, integration of Force.com technologies
and early customer successes.
“Loqu8 is honored to present our Insight product for consideration at AppQuest,” stated Dr. Timothy Uy,
President and CEO of Loqu8. “Our customers are very excited by Insight’s instant information access
capabilities and how it encourages workers to expand their use of cloud applications. Insight’s cloud
access and acceleration attributes address the key pain points facing today’s mobile and virtual
workforce.”
Pricing and Availability
Loqu8 Insight scales seamless from an enterprise-wide knowledge management platform (Enterprise
edition) to solutions for functional teams and smaller organizations (Team edition). Insight supports
Salesforce.com CRM, Force.com, Microsoft Outlook, SharePoint, and Google Docs.
Download Loqu8 Insight Personal Edition at no charge from www.loqu8.com. Free 15-day evaluations of
other editions are available from $25 USD per user. Contact Loqu8 for information on volume discounts
and site licenses.
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About Loqu8
Display information from cloud-based applications--without opening a web browser. Just point and
Loqu8 instantly displays the information you need. Loqu8's augmented intelligence model is the result
of years of research at Stanford University in cognitive science and information processing. Loqu8 is a
privately-held corporation with headquarters in Silicon Valley. For more information, visit
www.loqu8.com.
Loqu8, a privately-held corporation with headquarters in Silicon Valley. For more information, visit
www.loqu8.com.
Products or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.
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